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The Oxon Recorder is the newsletter of Oxfordshire Buildings Record and is published four
times a year. OBR aims to advance education and promote research on the buildings of
Oxfordshire by encouraging the recording of buildings and to create and manage a publicly
accessible repository of records relating to such buildings.

Keep in touch: visit our website at https://obr.org.uk for more information as well as back
copies of the Oxon Recorder, or our facebook page @oxfordshirebuildingsrecord
The next copy date for contributions is 1 September. Please send any contributions or comments to
Richard Farrant at newsletter@obr.org.uk Contributions need to be Word or Pages documents with
accompanying photographs sent separately in high resolution jpg format.
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OBR News
OBR ONLINE DAY SCHOOL ON OXFORDSHIRE’S TRADITIONAL BUILDINGS
OBR is 21 years old and the Committee has wrestled with how to celebrate in such COVID
uncertain times. The day school on Oxfordshire’s traditional buildings will go ahead on
Saturday 2nd October, but regrettably we have had to settle on a virtual format via Zoom.
There is no charge, but place numbers are limited, so prior registration is necessary. Please
see separate article for more details and how to book your place.
OBR AGM
The draft minutes of the virtual AGM held on Saturday 8th May are appended to this issue
of OR. There was a good turnout of over 40 members, who swallowed with good grace a
few statements from those in charge which in the wrong hands could be reminiscent of
George Orwell’s Animal Farm, such as “if no one says anything silence implies consent” and
“everyone is muted, but I am not”!
THE GAZETTEER ON INSCRIBED DATES
A reminder that work is in hand to produce a gazetteer on Inscribed Dates where we would
welcome your help.
The aim is to record any and all examples of dates on buildings, not least to record
inscriptions that may be weathering away, before it is too late.
We are developing a spreadsheet for collecting the information, and writing instructions as
to what to include. In the first phase of the project external dates are the priority – so all
recording can be done from the street. What we shall need is a good clear photograph of
the date, its location, and if there are initials or words as well, a transcription of these.
This project is being co-ordinated by Heather Horner, so please contact her if you would
like to help (Hahwindrush@aol.com) Just choose a parish, village or town - check with her
that no-one else has chosen it, and she will send you the spreadsheet and notes.
OBR BURSARIES.
A reminder that OBR offers bursaries of up to £500 to pay part or all of the fee for courses
or conferences which will improve the applicant’s ability to record and interpret a
ver nacular building. Further details are available from the Secretary at
secretary@obr.org.uk, and applications should use the form available on the website.
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Oxfordshire's Traditional Buildings celebrating 21 years of the Oxfordshire
Buildings Record
The outline programme appears below for the day-school on Saturday 2 October 2021 to
be held online via Zoom. There is no charge for attending, but there is a limit to numbers
of participants so you need to register at the following location:
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/oxfordshires-traditional-buildings-tickets-158870717593

10.00 Introduction (Malcolm Airs), including the history of building recording in
Oxfordshire before the OBR (Pantin, Wood-Jones, Currie, Steane and others), then a brief
outline of what the OBR has done in 21 years. This will be set in the context of
professional building recording that expanded through PPG15 and now the National
Panning Policy Framework (NPPF), the important role of the Victoria County History
(VCH) in supplying the historical background, and its growing use of ‘buildings as
documents’.
10.15 North Oxfordshire since Wood-Jones (Paul Clark)
For many years, Wood-Jones’ book on traditional houses of the Banbury Region was
considered to be the last word on the houses of north Oxfordshire. With over 50 years of
research since publication and special projects such as in Chipping Norton (with Historic
England support) and Hook Norton (with VCH), has his work stood the test of time or is a
more nuanced picture emerging?
10.45 Collars, ties and braces - the wardrobe of timber framing in the Vale of White
Horse (David Clark).
OBR have built on Chris Currie’s important work on the houses of the Vale of White Horse
by supplying additional detail and commissioning dendrochronology on the houses of
Steventon, as well as recording individual buildings in the villages, including Appleton, East
Hendred, and the Wittenhams. We have also investigated over 40 houses in Abingdon. As a
result, we have added more detail to our understanding of the development of carpentry in
the area from the 1290s onwards, though not without some interesting anomalies.
11.15 Questions and break
11.30 The case of the vanishing farmstead (Heather Horner)!
Farming has always required a range of building types, some utilitarian, some designed to
impress, mostly vernacular in materials and style. Agricultural developments mean new
ancillary buildings; do the old ones disappear? Oxfordshire examples will be used to
illustrate changes in the farmstead through time.
12.00 Houses and Landscapes: Peasant Perceptions in Medieval and Early Modern
South Oxfordshire (Stephen Mileson).
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The South Oxfordshire Project (to be published in book form later this year) focused on how
ordinary rural inhabitants perceived their material environment over the long period
500-1650. The paper will pull out the findings from the project that relate to houses, in
particular how they were used as part of the wider social space of village and hamlet from
the 14th to the 17th century.
12.30 Questions and lunch break
13.15 The Market Towns (Simon Townley).
The intention here is to explore, using examples from Witney, Burford, Henley, and other
Oxfordshire market towns, how and why town buildings differ from those in the villages and
countryside. The influence of markets and associated activity (industry, shops, taverns, inns)
will be part of this discussion, which will conclude with some thoughts on the differences
between these towns and the reasons for this.
13.45 The City Vernacular. (Julian Munby)
For many, Oxford’s architecture is symbolised by statement buildings such as the Radcliffe
Camera, and many of the colleges have produced recent histories of their buildings. But the
vernacular has not been neglected, and much has been learned from detailed studies made
before and during restoration work. Some of this has been done by OBR (eg on 84 St
Aldate’s and 7-8 Brewer Street), but the private sector work has inevitably played a major
part. How has this added to our understanding o the city’s buildings?
14.15 Questions
14.30 Close

Presentations to the 2021 AGM on 26 East St
Helen Street, Abingdon
The normal format of the AGM features a tour of the surroundings where it is taking place.
That is of course impossible when the meeting is virtual. Instead. David Clark introduced
us to 26 East St Helen Street, Abingdon before handing over to Dan Miles who described
the restoration of its intricately carved gallery window.
26 East St Helen Street was built in 1430, and has seen many changes since. Most dramatic
was the punching of a carriageway through the hall which had been the main reception
room of the medieval house in the late 18 or early 19 C.
The former hall is flanked on either side by jettied cross wings. That to the north probably
had the best rooms - a parlour and sleeping chamber; that to the south was for service rooms
and servants’ quarters. A rear wing seems to have been built shortly after the front part of
the house, and is much taller. When the carriageway was made, part of the ground floor of
this wing was cut away.
The jettying of the cross-wings extended over the lower part of the hall, often seen on a
narrow plot.
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26 East St Helen Street - street (west) frontage

Rear wing extension to south
cross-wing
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The roof arrangement most easily summarises the structure:

The hall originally featured a hearth at its centre, the smoke rising to escape through a
smoke louvre, supported on two short beams which are all that survive of this structure. At
each end of the hall a closed truss infilled with wattle and daub helped channel the smoke
out through the louvre.
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Location of the hall smoke Louvre

The trusses had a central crown strut and curved braces to either side, with the principal
rafter chamfered, indicating that it was intended to be seen by occupants.

Central crown strut and curved braces

The southern cross wing roof consists of pairs of rafters pegged together, with the principal
rafter joined by a cambered collar. A purlin is clasped between the collar and principal
rafter, with the other rafters pegged to it. Curved windbraces add rigidity. Each rafter has a
scratched assembly mark.
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Scratched assembly mark

The taller rear wing has three trusses, of which one survives intact, the collars of the others
having been cut through for a window or for access as a bedroom. 18C window catches
probably indicate when this was done. From the outside you can see where a post and brace
was removed to make the carriageway, and the central beam of the rear wing sawn off.

18C window catch

Sawn off beam with mortice and brace locations
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Two interesting fireplaces survive. One has a row of 11 traceried panels, similar (although it
has only 10 panels) to a frieze over a door of St Helen’s church nearby, built in the 15C.
The other fireplace once had a row of 6 quatrefoils on the lintel (the central four have been
painted in.

Traceried panel mantel
Lintel with quatrefoils

The wing also has a rare medieval Baltic oak ceiling and unusual wall paintings, the former
probably installed when the wing was built and the latter in the 16C

Medieval Baltic oak ceiling

Stairwell wall painting

There is also a parallel wing to the north of the hall, which was joined by a short gallery.
The surviving windows are a very special feature of the house, and would have allowed the
owner to watch activity in the yard below. It is these windows which have been restored by a
team led by Dan Miles.
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The gallery window before conservation

Dan Miles described the conservation of the gallery window, which like the house dates back
to 1429-1431. The window, which now is shared between different occupants at 26 A and
26 East St Helen Street, comprises three pairs of trefoil windows, separated by two principal
studs. Each section has a carved and pierced 2” thick headboard with an intermediate
mullion. The six lights are further divided by secondary mullions morticed into the
headboard below the quatrefoil.
Below the window were lath and daub panels fixed on three sawn staves set back from the
outside face with the plaster finishing flush the timbers. Much later, a single-story rear wing
was constructed in stone to the east of the north cross wing of No 26, the roof of which
unfortunately cuts across the right-hand third of the window itself, and of the lower panel
below the middle pair of lights.
The pierced tracery headboards were in a variable condition. Nails in the external face show
that this window had been covered up for some time with lath and plaster, which would
explain its good preservation. In No. 26a, the far-left headboard was in remarkably good
condition, despite being adjacent to the guttering. The middle section was variable, with the
right-hand half being very decayed. These two had laths nailed onto the inside and lime
plaster still remaining. This has been trapping wind-driven rain and soaking the back of the
headboard, which has been keeping the headboard damp during times of poor weather.
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No. 26a (left
hand)
headboard

No.26 (right
hand)
headboard

The RH section in No. 26 had has been repaired in the 1950s, somewhat crudely, but the
repaired section has since separated from the original timber. Here the inside face of the
headboard had been covered with EML or expanded metal lath and hard cement render,
which was holding the repaired section in place, but causing decay at the interface.
The windows have been glazed with panes of leaded lights, probably circa 1950, which
were tacked onto the sides of the jambs and the secondary mullions. The inside of the
window headboard had been compromised by the top stop which appeared to have been
chopped into the inside of the headboard. On unpicking this, we were pleased to find that
the headboard had not been notched, but a batten fixed to the back. The glazing panels had
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failed and some of the leaded lights had slipped down revealing substantial gaps above.
This probably indicates decay in the sill behind the roof tiling.
Most of the intermediate mullions and primary mullions had been replaced, probably circa
1950, along with the window sills. The original window sill forming part of the main
timber-frame was in poor condition, with most of the centre section lost, the RH section
very suspect behind the tiling, and the LH section unknown behind a facing board. It was
decided to keep as much of the sound 1950s work as possible.
Before any work commenced, the window was carefully recorded, and this record was
augmented as the window was opened up. As the proposed repairs were somewhat more
involved than a like-for-like repair, a Listed Building Consent application was made. Given
that the house is Grade II*, this naturally involved consultation with Historic England.
Although a report to the owner, the Oxford Preservation Trust (OPT), with
recommendations formed the core of the application, it was clearly understood that the
repair process was continually reviewed and the approach varied where informed during the
opening up process, and it was a delight to work with Sally Stradling and Emily Tucker of
SODC.

Window recording
showing areas repaired
or replaced

Work commenced in February 2020, removing the tiles adjacent to the window and the
hard cement render from the panels below. Internally the immediate area was partitioned
off. Then the timber tracery elements were carefully labelled and removed.
Once the hard later finishes were removed from the panels, the condition of the bottom
beam gave cause for concern. This was virtually rotten where jointed into the rear wing of
no. 26A, and into the masonry kitchen wall of No. 26. Clearly this was going to require a
major intervention before any work could be carried out above.
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Decayed bottom beam

Decayed bottom beam;
new oak section set in
behind the retained
face

After the beam was removed and discussions with OPT, it was agreed to retain as much of
the material as possible, even if exceptionally weathered. This included the soffit and front
weathered face, but required a new section of oak to be set in from above and behind. An
air-dried oak beam which had been in store for years was selected as it matched the
characteristics of the original timber beam.
Whilst the beam was being repaired, the joist ends which tenoned into the beam were
decayed and had to be repaired as well. Oversized oak was scarfed onto the joists and new
soffit tenons cut in situ. These were fixed with SS screws.
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New oak scarfed onto the existing
joists

Trestle-sawn joist
with triangular snap

An interesting feature noted on these floor joists were the distinctive triangular ‘snaps’,
indicative of trestle-sawn rather than pit sawn timber. The small V-cut on the top was for a
dendrochronology sample, which was later covered by the floorboards. Two of these joists
with bark edges produced felling dates of winter 1428/9 and spring 1429, confirming the
gallery to be part of the primary build of the house.
Replacing the beam was especially tricky, as it could not be done from above due to the
projecting floor joist tenons, and the main studs to the wall and window. It could only be
moved into position horizontally from the outside, and this was complicated by the ends
being fixed into the walls at each end. This done, and with COVID restrictions stopping
work on site, activity moved to working on the window heads in the workshop.
The issue of the tracery window heads was a major element that needed to be dealt with.
Again, as with the beam, the traceried panels were reviewed with both the OPT and
SODC, and it was agreed that the right-hand half of the centre window would need to be
renewed, and the poor-quality repair of the RH window in No. 26 would be carefully pieced
in, retaining as much of the fabric as possible.
The first thing was the broken fragments were fitted and glued back together and mounted
in a frame. Once mounted in the frame, a sliding template was set above which allowed a
router to carefully take down the decayed timber. This was taken down in stages until
enough sound material was found, allowing the inside rear face to be retained, a
14
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considerable bonus. Next an air-dried quarter-sawn section of timber with the same meanring width was sourced and glued to the remaining. Once the new oak was glued to the
existing, the outlines of the pierced holes were transferred from the existing back surface.
The outline of the carved surface was then set out before being roughed out. It was very
noticeable that the original setting out was very much free-hand, and not rigidly
geometrical.

No.26 (right hand)
tracery renewal

The second window head required a different approach. Having been cut in half when
repaired in the 1950s, it was rejointed and a new section of timber fitted in to replace the
crude repair. The RH window in No. 26 was similarly marked out, ready for carving.
Particular attention to detail was given to the carvings.

No. 26 (left
hand) window
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At this time, some samples were drilled through the thick edges of the panels and
dendrochronology was carried out, confirming that the carved headboards were from thick
quarter-sawn oak imported from the Baltic. Each was cut from a large tree over 225 years
old.
COVID restrictions were relaxed enough for on site work to resume in July. New leadwork,
reformation of eaves and realignment of guttering to ensure water ran away from the
window was undertaken, and panels formed with riven oak laths on oak staves plastered
with a three coat lime rendering. Three bespoke double-sealed window units were attached
to a narrow sub-frame within the original inside rebates and on the lead-covered oak subsills. The ancillary vertical members outside were replaced on the sub-sills, with the bottoms
of the upright munitions soaked in creosote to prevent capillary action rot above the lead.
The exterior was lime washed, but the window left natural, but with clear preservative to
help in the short term.

Finished window with three double glazed metal edged units mounted in the position of the original shutters

Thus, what started out as a repair to a window, albeit very tricky and involved, cascaded into
major frame repairs as well as associated floor and roof works. But with some careful
maintenance, this feature should last for many years, or decades to come.
An important design element was that the glazing was to be kept behind the decorative
woodwork, in the same plane as the original shutters were. This allowed the original
timberwork to be prominent when viewed externally, yet internally the glass would not be
noticed at all with the light coming in from the outside. The new metal frames were fine
enough to encroach very little on the sides of jambs, and the entire headboard could be seen
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internally due to the angle of the line of sight. Of course, a sheet of glass put over the
external face of the window would have given better protection to the window, but visually
the woodwork would have been obscured externally by the unfortunate reflection of the
glass.

David Clark and Dan Miles, edited by Richard Farrant
Photos © the authors

Bricks, Bricks, and more Bricks
In 1840, when Brunel recommended to the Board of GWR that the “principal Locomotive Station
and Repairing Shops” should be located at Swindon, he set in motion the rapid development and
expansion of both the engineering works and the new town. In 1830 the population of old
Swindon was around 1700, by 1881 new Swindon had rapidly expanded to 15,000, and 45,000 by
1901. This of course created a similar rapid growth of housing and an insatiable demand for
building materials. Due to a lack of suitable stone, the principal building material in Victorian
Swindon was brick.
The clay lands on which the new town of Swindon and the Railway work were built, proved ideal
raw material for brick production, producing a deep red brick. From the 1850s numerous brick
works were established around the growing town to meet the pressing need for ever more bricks.
The small section of the 1885 map 1 below, shows three competing Brick and Tile Works, to the
east of the town, all within less than half a mile of each other. Also visible are the clay workings
associated with each Works.

Map 1, 1885
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The aerial photograph below of Swindon from 1920 shows, in the foreground, a disused brick
works and its flooded clay pit about to be engulfed by the new streets of brick-built houses.

Around 1875 Thomas Turner of the Stratton Tile & Pottery works purchased a clay pit,
brick, tile, and pottery works on Drove Road, Swindon, the most southerly of the brick
works highlighted in Map 1.

Map 2 1899

Turners Brick, Tile &
Pottery Works

“Catalogue Houses”
Rose Cottage
Jessamine Cottage

Grove House
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That he made a success of his purchase is confirmed by the substantial Villa, Grove House, he built
for himself and his family, close by his brick works, Map 2. Whilst it is not known what volume of
brick Turner was producing, the upper brick works in Map 1, of similar size to Turner’s, advertised
it was making 25,000 “very hard and durable” bricks per day.
It may appear that Turner could not fail, due to the continuing demand for bricks, however, he had
to compete with the many other brick works close by. His solution to winning business was to build
a pair of semi-detached houses at the front of his property to advertise many of his clay products
and brick types. These became known as the “Catalogue Houses” as they display a multitude of
different bricks, tiles, finials, mouldings, and urns. Together with Jessamine and Rose cottage, built
for the same purpose, they still stand today and act as an excellent reference for anyone interested in
Victorian bricks and tiles.

“Catalogue house”
displaying Turner’s brick
and terracotta products

Many of the streets of houses in Swindon were built from bricks manufactured by Turner and are
decorated with his tiles and plaques. The plaque on Pottery Cottage is reputed to be a portrait of
Daniel Lynch, Turner’s master potter. In 1894 a new street was named after Turner, in recognition
of his contribution to Swindon. Turner died in the early 20th century and his brick works was
closed shortly after.
Today the “Catalogue Houses” stand as a demonstration and reference to the brickmakers art, and
the clay pits were converted to a public park, “Queens Gardens”, complete with a lake marking
where the clay was extracted.
Plaque on
Pottery Cottage

1894 street sign

David Hughes. Photos © The author
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Forthcoming Events
OBR.
The online day school on Oxfordshire’s traditional buildings to celebrate OBR’s 21st
anniversary will be held on Saturday 2nd October. See article earlier in this OR.
Attendance is free, but you must book your place at
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/oxfordshires-traditional-buildings-tickets-158870717593

Oxford Architectural & Historical Society
Oxfordshire Local History Association
OBR belongs to these bodies and members can participate in their events. If you are
not an OAHS member personally, you should check first with OAHS about
availability, noting your OBR membership. At present of course, events are affected
by the Coronavirus lock-down.
See websites (http://www.oahs.org.uk/
new_program.php and (http://www.olha.org.uk/events/talks-and-meetings/) for
listings and details of events and talks.

OBR Contact details
Membership - Paul Clark (membership@obr.org.uk)
General - David Clark (secretary@obr.org.uk)
Newsletter - Richard Farrant (newsletter@obr.org.uk)
Webmaster - admin@obr.org.uk
Website: www.obr.org.uk
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OXFORDSHIRE BUILDINGS RECORD
TWENTY-FIRST ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Minutes of the twenty-first Annual General Meeting of the Oxfordshire Buildings Record held
on Saturday 8 May 2021 online via Zoom, starting at 10.30am.
The Chairman, Paul Clark, was in the chair. The following members joined the meeting: Olga
Areshkovych, Ann Atkinson, Jean Bailey, Julia Brocklesby, Jessica Brod, Janet and Mark Casson,
David Clark, John Copping, Debbie Dance, Kathy Davies, Mark Davies, Elizabeth Drury, Richard
Farrant, Mary Finch, Ruth Gibson, Christine Gowing, Michael Heaton, Sue and John Hine, Heather
Horner, David Hughes, Stephan Humphrey-Gaskin, Julian Hyde, Duncan James, Claire Jeffery,
Mary Lalé, Ann Lloyd, Felix Lam, Dan Miles, Katharine Owen, Chris Peachey, Keith Randall, Sue
Richards, Sally Stradling, Barbara Tearle, Simon Townley, David Wheeler, Alan Winchcombe and
Nick Wright.
1. Apologies for absence have been received from Malcolm Airs, Norma Aubertin-Potter, Barbara
Creed, Linda Gatto, David Hine, Abigail Lloyd, John Marshall, Malcolm Osmundson and Donna
Thynne.
2. Minutes of the twentieth AGM scheduled for 16 May 2020
As this meeting could not take place as planned, members were invited to agree that the note
included with this agenda is an adequate substitute. There being no corrections, David Hughes
proposed and Ann Atkinson seconded a motion that these be approved. This was agreed nem con.
3. Matters arising
There were no matters arising.
4. Treasurer's Report and Accounts for the year 2020
These had been circulated. David Hughes reported that the major expenditure in 2020 of around
£2200 was for the restructuring of our web site onto WordPress, making its management no longer
dependent on specialist help. He also referred to an insurance claim for £920, of which we received
reimbursement of £420 from our insurance, after deduction of our excess of £500. In answer to a
question he said that this was for the costs of the repair and redecoration following the accidental
damage by a member to a bedroom ceiling during a recording in February. The net result of our
investment in the web site and the accidental damage has reduced our funds by £1431.48, leaving
us with reserves of £9868.67 as we go forward.
Simon Townley proposed and Heather Horner seconded a motion that the accounts be accepted; this
was agreed nem con and David was thanked for his work as treasurer during the year.
5. Secretary's Report
This had been circulated. The Secretary said that although it had not been a 'normal' year, 16
buildings had been recorded in 2020, four of which were houses in Hook Norton, where we were
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working with the Victoria County History to develop as complete an understanding as we can of the
built character of the village for volume XXI.
Work to get our building reports into a form suitable for archiving at the Oxfordshire History Centre
and publishing on our website had continued. And he thanked Donna Thynne for her support on
this.
Our response to the Coronavirus pandemic had included a number of positive initiatives. The
remodelling of our website had allowed us to expand greatly the amount of research material
available to members (and the general public). We also invited members to consider individual
projects that could be carried out during exercise periods or using online resources. The most
successful of these is the (ongoing) work to transcribe the 1910 District Valuation records, and
completed ones have been uploaded. Malcolm Airs kindly agreed that we could upload copies of his
three short films on building features in Dorchester, and these have been very well received. The
Secretary’s work on historic ironwork resulted in a gazetteer of examples in Abingdon – also
recently added to the website – and the OBR Lecture (with OAHS) in October on historic railings in
Oxford.
We acquired an extended Zoom licence which allowed bi-monthly committee meetings to continue
and in November to hold a well-attended short Presentation Day, which featured a number of the
buildings that had been recorded.
Richard had continued to produce our quarterly newsletter, The Oxon Recorder, which is invariably
full of much interesting material as well as reports of past events and notices of forthcoming ones.
Emily Tucker had started to post material on social media.
6. Membership Secretary’s Report.
Paul Clark reported that membership had remained level during the year, with 13 new members
replacing those who had lapsed or died. He congratulated John Steane on his recent 90th birthday.
7. Election of Officers and Committee for 2021/22
The Chairman declared that nominations had been received for Paul Clark as Chairman, David
Clark as Secretary and David Hughes as Treasurer. There being no further nominations, Janet
Casson proposed and Barbara Tearle seconded a motion that they all be elected. There being no
objections, he declared them duly elected.
Offering themselves for election to the committee were:
Kathy Davies, Richard Farrant (Newsletter Editor), Heather Horner, Felix Lam (Events), Sally
Stradling, Donna Thynne, Simon Townley and Emily Tucker. There being no further nominations,
Jean Bailey proposed and Michael Heaton seconded a motion that they be elected en bloc. This was
agreed nem con.
8. Election of Examiner
The Chairman said that due to the lockdown restrictions it was not possible for our Treasurer to visit
our accounts examiner, Malcolm Lucas, to sign off the 2020 accounts. Accordingly the committee
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had agreed that he should approach a more local person, Ian Workman, a senior manager with

Barclays Business Banking who also examines the accounts for the Village Hall where our Treasurer lives.

David Clark proposed and Heather Horner seconded a motion that the retrospective actions should
be endorsed and the appointment of Mr Workman approved as the examiner for the 2021 accounts.
This was agreed nem con.
9. Any other business
a. The Secretary reported on the Baltic Timber Marks project and showed the current distribution
map and interactive spreadsheet. In answer to a question he said that the information had been
obtained largely from historic reports, but future building recording might be able to capture more
contextual details as the research issues became clearer.
b. Heather reported on progress with the Inscribed Dates project. She showed a section of the
master spreadsheet which linked to images of the date stone in question. Members were encouraged
to identify further examples in their local areas and send in their findings. In answer to a question
she clarified that painted dates were part of the project; this was included in guidance issued to
volunteers.
Before closing the meeting, the Chairman said that we hoped to arrange visits and recording days as
soon as it was legal to do so – members should check the newsletter, website and e-mails for
announcements. Some events would continue to be virtual, including Oxfordshire Past (12 June
2021), when the Secretary would report on recent work. The 21st birthday celebratory day-school
was still planned for 2 October.
The meeting closed at 11.15 am with a vote of thanks to the Chair.
D R Clark, Secretary, 8 May 2021.
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